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The Poet 

is on odd sort of human. 
filled with poetic prose, 
propogondo and metaphor. 
Probobl\:j not o human ot all; 
but. o breathing writing machine. 
burping out analogies and similies. 
and spitting them into bindings. 
The poet 

eats up works of Keats and Yeats 
and excretes new phrases 
and forms of imoger\:j. 
Figurotivel!:I speaking. 
he wears o new persona ever\:jda\:I, 
and washes owo!:I the previous mask. 
He coughs in S\:jllables. sneezes sonnets. 
and speaks in paraphrase. 
The poet 

is an odd sort of machine. 
filled with allegor\:j , 
paradox and iron\:j. 
Probobl!:I not a machine ot all; 
but. a human 
printing out elegies and epigrams. 
debugging vocabulor\:j, meter. and S\:jntox. 
If the format equals theme. in qualit\:j, 
then Mr. Poet Laureate is probobl\:j 
in Europe right now. living off ro!:lolties. 

b!:I Jo-Anno Greele!:I 
(From The Poet) 
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Death of the Poet 

His face is the usual sallow color of death. 
Death hos sucked his breath away, 
and his words away, like a Hoover vocume cleaner. 
But, that's all right because his lost poems sucked too. 
He was running out of things to soy 
and he ,an out. 

When they found him, he was keeled over a typewrite,. 
with his nose caught between letters H and J. 
And there were fragments of a Webster's 
scattered about the room with the binding caught 
between his sallow-colored teeth -
he used to smoke too much. 

When ,igo, mo,tis hod set in. his hands were blue. 
the usual sallow color of death. 
And they were clenching a thesaurus 
with all the pages ripped out. 
And his eyebrows were so t ightly knit. 
I thought the mortician must hove sewn them. 

The final autopsy showed that he died 
from word malnutrition. He used to soy that 
when he died. his poems would immortalize him. 
even when his dead heart pumped formaldehyde. 
But they dumped his usual sallow-colored body 
into the ground - just like any other corpse. 

by Jo -Anno G reeley 
(from The Poet) 
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Window Over The Street 

Poor Ano. I threw her down the stairs and broke her fingers. It didn't matt•' 
though. they hod time to heel. I thought they looked like carved ivory. Towe~ 
of Ivory. Not like pointers' hands that ore stained by the blood of the' 
existence but the hands that a pointer would wont to point. They hod a tronslu· 
cent quality that only children hove. Those who hove yet to soil them. I brok• 
them. She hod a beautiful colorbone . I wonder why I didn't break that too, 

It started with the mirrors. She told me when she was alone she would stand ill 
her room and a swell of confinement would surround her. From every point in the 
room her reflection would be caught in the mirror. From the corner of the roorri 
where the walls meet she would see the reflection of herself in the corner where 
the walls meet. 

In the heat I would watch her remove her clothes and lie on the crumpled 
linens with her head turned to the side. She would see the reflection of her 
body on the linens with her head turned to the side. She told me that this 
frightened her. I removed the mirror and put it under her bed. Yet as she lay 
there she sees the reflection of herself with someone she does not know. 

She said in the night when she could not see the reflection she would leave 
her bed and 90 to the window. She thought "which ever I choose it amounts to 
the some. obsolutly nothing." It did not change. From every corner of the room 
she sow her reflection. Sitting crouched against the wall with her feet up she saw 
herself sitting crouched against the wall with her feet up. Again at her window 
she sow the reflection of her bock as she is looking out the window. She tried to 
explain to me about the mirrors. I did not understand. 

The limits bounded by the walls. The gloss in the window. The reflect ion. She 
started to soy "Do you also ponder that we ore all surrounded by a blind world? 
We only face to face ... " This is when I broke her fingers. She hod a beautiful 
colorbone . I wonder why I did not break that too. 

by Kim Kennedy 
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Duxbury Beach 1983 

nothing is more real than torpedoes tonight. 
sleek bullets pound with undaunted fervor 
against on almost frightened winter shore. 

their mirth unmercifully flung. 
o missile is fired . 
and the bottle begins. 

solid moss. the new child. 
pitted against the fluid adversary. 
bottle-worn and wise. 

who will be the victor? 

2 

o spectator stands mesmerized. 
faceless. petty. human. 
his heartbeat lost in the struggle, 
his identity replaced by darkness. 

o biting wind sears the solitary figure. 
the tearing eyes bear witness. 
as nothing is more real than torpedoes tonight. 

by Ooyono Brill 
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Double Image 

DARLING, MOMMY'S MOVING 
(moving?) 

AWAY. 
why? 

YOUR FATHER AND I HAVE DECIDED 
( nol) 

TO LIVE APART FOR AWHILE. 
apart? 

THIS WAY THERE WON'T BE ANY MORE 
(family) 

FIGHTING TO MAKE YOU CRY. 
i don't mind fights 

DADDY AND I BOTH THINK 
(it's my fault) 

IT WILL BE MUCH EASIER THIS WAY. 
easier? 

I WON'T BE TOO FAR AWAY, WE'LL SPEND PLENTY OF TIME 
(crying) 

TOGETHER. 
by Lauren Andres 
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Yesterday 

Hebe offered me o fortune cookie. 
I didn't toke it 
I didn't wont to know. 

by Elizabeth Weinstein 

The Senseless Hypochondriac (ghozol) 

I feel the rain making my face sweat 
into mud puddles, each bead o pearl for o wove. 

limo beans make me 909. They've joined 
with the eggs in their conspiracy. 

You stifle my oi,. The stench of you, perfume 
burns the hairs and membranes of my nose. 

The eye drop penet,otes through the socket, 
food fo, glances of unnurtu,ed words. 

I heo, the limo beans raining on you, nose 
and the echoing glance of words disguised os pearls. 

by Jo-Anno Greeley 
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The Dancer 

The record player fills the room with music 
And scratchy notes swirl ond echo 
Off the old walls. whirling around her body. 
The dancer is in the studio alone. 
Stretching ond bending without o partner. 
The only one reflected in the mirrors. 

Every movement captured fleetingly in the eye of the mirror. 
Which watches her flutter ond pulse with the music. 
Poised. she extends one arched orm to her partner. 
But there is no block-haired gallant echoing 
Her movements. She is dancing alone 
And only the mirror audience sees her body. 

The hours ond years she worked for that body. 
That doncerperfect body. years in front of mirrors. 
Not mirrors for boys ond makeup. but lonely 
Mirrors. Not party music but dancing music 
That drowned the thoughts echoing 
In her head. thoughts of friends ond partners. 

Not dancing partners. but boyfriends ond lifepartners. 
People who wonted o curvaceous body. 
Not one that wos stickthin ond mode to echo 
The steps of choreographers. ond to grow with the music. 
But the rebel thoughts died ond now she is alone. 

Now dances fill her head. not people. but being alone 
Doesn't hurt her. She hod no need for o lifepartner 
To keep her. And she con move to any musk. 
She needs no one. just her own swonproud body -
Which she loves ond watches os it moves in the mirror. 
Sometimes she feels her body is only responding to the mirror's echo. 
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And though there is no audience, applause echoes 
In he, head, and she bows. regally. yet alone, 
Standing on he, illusionstoge. smiling ot the miffor 
Realizing he, d,eom ot lost. Without o portne,, 
Without o love,, working and loving only he, body. 
Making it soo, above and beyond the music. 

The yeo,s of loneliness echo off the miffors. 
And forever the music will portne, he, body. 

by Deborah Williams 

" Lo Goulue Entering the Moulin Rouge" 
Toulouse Loutrec 1892 

"And if I shun the sun, 
What of it? 
Daylight makes me scoff. 
And cleo, the table, Jeon-Pieffe, 
The dress? 
I'll toke it off. 
But fo, o price; 
That is my right. 
and mine alone to soy. 
I om o creature of the night -
granted g,ondeu, 
withheld in day. 

And if I look o trifle green, 
The make-up? 
It is too thick? 
I'll accept the noms 
But not the guilt, 
It is their definitions that mode me sick. 
Yes! Cleo, the table. Jean-Pieffe , 
Don't gawk. 
We cannot make them wait. 
They long to buy some love tonight 
and by their rules, 
I'll disguise my hate." 

by Lou,en Andre!> 
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Urbanic lies 

The wet pavement 
reflects a house. 
Thick. melting light 
runs like butter from the window. 
The air shuffles despondently. 
like the stray dogs that wander this street . 

The pine knows no science 
and takes root in the cobblestone. 
Breathes toxin and urine 
and lives lightlessly. 
Its needles rise and render 
to a meaningless sky. 
The pine does not strive. 
but reposes. 
everblack. 
in resignation . 

With its brandy light 
The lampost casts indifference 
To all but its small circumference 
of water and reflections. 
The lampost knows no sky 
no shadows 
no seasons. 

Urbanic lies 1n this street . 
on sultry nights of quietude 
when one silent bullet 
has silenced us all. 

by Gaal MacDonald 
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Cubist Poetr!:j. Or 
Someone Locked Gertrude Stein In Her Bedroom 

i frighten me 
from ever!:! point in the room 
i stop 
i see reflection in the mirror 
from the corner where the walls meet 
from the corner where the walls meet 

on m!:I bed i turn m!:I head to the side 
on m!:I bed 
with m!:I head to the side 
looking out the window 
the reflection of m!:I bock 
looking out the window 

sitting against the wall with m!:I knees up 
i see m!:lself 
sitting against the wall with m!:I knees up 
i see m!:lself 

i see m!:lself 

i see m!:lself 

i see 

wonting it to stop so i toke it down 
put it under m!:I bed 

OS i 
i see me in m!:I bed 

in m!:I bed i see m!:I dreams 

i scream 
seven !:leors of good luck 
i 
olice 

-13 -
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183 ond Counting 

183 lives ond deaths 
The silence of their hearts ceasing to beat 
Causes my television to blare. 

A free world? 
183 dead worlds. 
And their families. o 183 numb worlds. 
A free world is just another stole dream. 
brittled ond crocked from sitting on the bockburner 
of so many mole minds. 

183 unidentified lives, 
how ironic, this fate, 
dying nameless for o nameless cause. 

Peace? Peace , Mr. President? 
Peace is o word os vogue ond ambiguous os 
183 destroyed bodies scattered in o compound 
in Beirut. 

Peace, Mr. President, 
is just o word. 

A whore in your vocabulary. 

by Gail Macdonald 
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Image 

Books are splattered across the floor 
like beads of knowledge. 
Papers littered like trash on summer's 
hot 
cit!:j pavement. 
Ideals are blurred b!:j cliches which lurk 
in the alle!:js of 
An!:jtown, U.S.A. 

b!:j Da!:jana Brill 

b!:j Kimberl!:! Nichol 
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by Sarah Leo CollioS 
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Siena 

Flot ochre sun 
cuts across the arched wall 
in the slype 
as she sits cross-legged 
in shadow on the opposite side. 
minding the cool 
and the tower clock 
striking noon. 
Pigeons spotter and squok 
in o bluster of blue wings 
cupped like sand worn shells. 
Colling in foreign echo. 
school boys wrestle 
for o soccer boll 
lodged under the stair. 
They meet her eye 
as she lifts her hand 
to smooth over her skirt. 

by Nancy Cicco 

Tides In 

Tell tole beach day 
Water so blue 
Jitter dance sand 
To a seobreeze bond 
Oil slicks on belly bo!:JS 
Seaweed sticks to subtle breasts 
Waves grow and mature 
Moustache crests 
Break to 
Shore ... 

by Susan J. Salvadore 
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The Abortion 

Alone in my bed 
before morning 

I dreamed I wore white gloves 
l dreamed I was the Avenge,. 
Equipped with a poi, of pliers 
l crept into the walls 
I scaled the circuit boards 
methodically snipping 
all connections. 
so my will could end 
the jump of electrical current . 
I awoke then 
to a blackout. 
yet from the walls 
came the continued scrape 
of nerve wires 

stripped from their protective sheaths. 

by Nancy Cicco 
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And Morning Falls 

Our words. 
tumbling slowly from 
worm lips. 
glide. 
mingle, 
float upwards. 
and dissipate, 
like the steam rising from my cup. 

Our bodies 
rest in easy disarray. 
The worn mattress 
cradles our sloping shapes 
and rounded bellies. 
we move with the fluidit\:j 
of the sun·s early rays. 

Our glances 
travel randomly about the room. 
The\:! touch momentarily 
then drift 
in different directions. 
like wondering breezes. 
We hold each other in our e\:les 
and feel safe. 
But in this moment 
lies a precarious balance 
and not for on anxious wind 
shakes her anger loose. 
lnstinctivel\:j. 
we grasp tighter. 

by Gail Macdonald 
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1 am small. 
a loved child. 

lady Plath 

"With me the present is forever 
and forever is always shifting. 
flowing. melting. This second 
is life . And when it is gone. 
it is dead. It's like quicksand ... 
hopeless from the start. A story. 
a picture. can renew sensation a 
little but not enough. not enough." 

an oh. so sheltered child. 
and I write. 

i am young. 
a happy woman. 
and I hope. 
and I dream. 
and I write. 

i om older now. 
on angry woman. 
a troubled soul. 
a mother. 
yes. 
even a wife. 
and i write . 

"Nothing is real except the present. 
and already I feel the weight of 
centuries smothering me. Some girl 
a hundred years ago once lived as I 
do. And she 1s dead. I am the 
present. but I know I too. will pass. 
The high moment. the burning flash 
come and are gone. continuous 
quicksand. And I don't want to die." 
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i hove ability. 
and strength and nerve, 
and oh. how i deserve. 

see me struggle, 
watch me fight. 
my life is o bottle. 
o war with time. 

and i om valiant. 
and i con win. 
and i am woman. 
beware -
i come again. 

see my wings. 
clear my path . 
i am going -
nowhere fast . 

i've lived for all. 
and all through me. 
now it's my turn. 
can't you see? 

"what do I expect by 'love' from 
her? what is it I don't get that makes 
me cry?" 

··1 hove often fought . fought and 
wan ... fallible terms ." 

··out of the ash I ri se with my red hair 
And I eat men like air." 
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i om woman, 
watch my flight, 
and oh, but how i can write. 

i soar with grace, 
i leave no trace, 
i claw, 
i kick, 
i cook, 
i spit, 

and i write, 

i learn, 
i teach, 

i practice and preach, 

i om cliche, 
and origin, 
Ond life, 
and death. 

look inside, 
feel the heat, 
i sear, i fear, i dance, 
i eat. 

yes, i om fire, 
on all consuming flame, 
and i steal, 
and i cheat. 

tear at my breast, 
pull me apart, 
i possess power, 
and i possess you -
because i can write. 

and in the end, 
when my "demon" reigns, 
when mind foils 
Ond there is no escape. 
my journey is over, 
but remember, 
it Was i that said: 

and was i right? 
i 

can Write . 

"Before my demon con soy no." 

. rt like everything else, I "Dying 1s on a 
11 

.. 
do it exceptionally we . 

by Ooyono Brill 
-23-



VOGUE, AUGUST 1965 

people ore talking about 
twenty-two 
white haired with anthracite block eyes and legs 
to swoon over 
"like a Henry Moore sculpture out of focus" 
they soy 
toying with a name like 
Mazda lsphohon 
for the movie. of course but only if we find a pure 
white kitchen 
orobesquing on a leather rhino to the Kinks 
shown here 
wearing block tights and a tee shirt 
one year 
ofter i was born 

by Kim Kennedy 

Inverted Haiku 

I trace the curve of your spine 
with sandy fingers 

Feel your heartbeat under my hand 

by Deborah Williams 
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• 

Hotel by o Railroad• 

By a railroad. in a blue room in o hotel 
A woman sits in o loud pink slip 
Reading: While. in a blue suit. o mon 
Stands before the open window. 

He stands by the window 
In the empty. silent room of the hotel 
While the pink woman seems about to slip 
Into sleep in her blue chair. The man 

Seems alone. It is too quiet. The man 
Surrounded by the darkness of blue by a window 
Overlooking empty railroad tracks. The hotel 
Doesn't stir except for the moonlight on the woman's slip. 

Then the sound of a train begins to slip 
Into the deep blue walls and suit of the man. 
It seeps slowly through the open window. 
Until the woman is awakened by the shaking walls of the hotel. 

She sees the man talking by the window . 
In the hotel : And she rises stroking his words shining in her slip. 

• Based on Edward Hopper's Hotel by a Railroad 

by Terry Wood 
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Thanksgiving. Bristol County. Tennessee 

Battered, warped shocks. 
Peeling, torpoper roofs. 
Sinking porches, 
smottered with old couches. 
bed springs, 
hub cops. 
coiled wires, 
and cool. 
Two girls, 
smeared, tottered. 
tangled hair. 
squat barefooted 
in the mud. 
W otching something small 
moving in the dirt, 
oblivious to the rain, 
they store with intent. 

The woman. 
with heavy braided hair 
sharp. sunken face, 
watches her daughters. 
leaning against the porch roiling. 
she pulls her sweater tighter. 
Inside, 
she feels the weight of another child, 
and another winter, 
and she feels helpless ago inst both. 

The Apolochion highlands. 
stony and hard, 
is their land. 
Every morning she tills 
the stubborn soil. 
searching turnips. carrots and squash. 
Her daughters. 
with small, row hands, 
clumsily gather them in their dresses. 
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Soon he will return from the cold, dank earth. 
block as the cool he mines. 
App,oochin9 home. 
he thinks of her 
and the children and feels a weightiness 
he con not shake so 
thinks about his hun9e, instead. 

by Gail Macdonald 

Soro Leo Collins 
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Origami 

Poper oirplones olwoys crashed 
Or landed ot my feet 
I would end up writing 
Apologie~ sentences long 
Across the boarded walls 
They'd screech ot me, bitterly 
I never forgot the sound 
Or how to fold the oirplones 
After I'd wash the chalkdust from my hands. 

My fomily owns o plane 
I often fly the cold one seater 
Into papered walls 
And crash 
Burning ot my parent's feet 
I wish I could write the apologies 
Rother, I seem to hold the chalk 
And unable to explain 
Let it permanently stain my fingers. 

by Susan J. Salvadore 
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• 

In Starry Night 

The. full silver moon 
Pulls the old woman out onto her porch 
In starry night, and its weight 
Drags her heart up into her throat 
Where it aches. 
The wind, caused by the swinging of the stars. 
Pulls on the woman's thinning hair, 
Tugging strands from their roots: 
Strands growing grayer as the old woman sits on her porch. 
The stars drinking their lost traces of gold. 
The stars ore so thirsty: 
They siphon the blue from her eyes 
Until the old woman con no longer see. 
But she feels. 
She feels the weight of the sky upon her. 
Its heaviness bending her shoulders. 
She feels her feet sinking. 
The planets - dense. heavy marbles -
Rolling around the soles of her shoes. 
And she remembers. 
She remembers when her heart 
Was so full it barely fit into her chest 
And she cries. 
Her tears silver in the moonlight. 
And cold. 
They run down her cheeks. down her body. 
Until frozen, the old woman sits on her porch, 
Anri the moon and the stars 
And the sky 
Swallow the remainder of her color 
And push her closer to the ground. 

-29-
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The Cose of Ello Von R. 

I shall now illustrate how it sometimes happens that the most importo11t 
insights of my work come to me while on vocation. 

I boarded the northbound train one afternoon late in November. winttl 
being that time. with its endless elongation of twilight, that I find myself most ill 
need of o rest from my work. especially my endless toil with the unfortunot• 
feeble-minded. Against their rancid recitations. their infinite litany of sympto· 
matology my soul revolts like o bound slave against o cruel master: yes. in th• 
winter I invariably turn to the mountains, and there to my small chalet. where I 
may rest in comparative isolation, and with no thought given to those diseased 
in mind. It was with this prospect in view that I unlocked the front door of mY 
winter retreat in that year of 19-, little knowing that the confirmation of mY 
ideas, which I hod so long sought in vain, was about to come to me. as it were, 
by chance. 

The air, although cold, was clear, and I hod looked forward. through th• 
duration of my cramped journey, to costing my line into the lake overlooked by 
my chalet. My maid, o local woman who lived in o nearby village. hod come the 
day before to dust and see that fresh linens were placed on the beds. My 
chalet hos several bedrooms and, since I find it impossible to sleep in any bed 
for more than one night without insomnia, that good woman laid o bar of 
chocolate on the pillow of each bed. In this commodious atmosphere, 
surrounded by the manly implements of hunting and fishing, I spent o restful 
night. free of dreams and of thoughts about my patients. I arose the next 
morning, the first full day of my vocation, to find a low and sulfurous fog hod 
adhered itself to the shores of the lake. However, being determined to 
overcome oil negative thoughts. especially those brought to my mind by the 
poisonous quality of the air, I dressed myself in waders and gathered my gear 
anyway. 

Considering the state of the weather, then, one might imagine my 
astonishment when. on approaching the modest and woody dock upon which 
my boot is moored. I observed in the haze on indistinct. but decidedly feminine. 
figure. This figure was bent down. and was engaged in some action of o 
sensitive nature. for it started upright at my approach: I sow immediately. in this 
closer range. that it was o young woman of about 17 years, dour of face and 
large of breast. whom I felt to be somewhat familiar. I addressed her 
respectfully. noting that she seemed to have some inclination to speak with me. 

"Hove you been waiting long?" I asked. 
The young woman stored at me with intensity. then rolled her eyes and 

manifested a most unpleasant facial tic. "Not for you," she replied, in o sullen 
tone. 

I realized at once that it must be a case of feeble-mindedness, for it could 
hardly be anything else in o buxom woman of such unpleasant disposition. I was 
surprised to see that feeble-mindedness should manifest itself here on the 
shore of o lake. so I decided to pursue the conversation. I inquired. noting her 
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• 

un~f PPY ,demeanor, whether or not she sought a doctor. 
f rth don t have anything that needs curing." she said, heaving a sigh that t er accentuated the size of her breasts. At the same time. she nervously 
tgered the gold cross that hung round her neck. as though seeking its 
s:n~volent power to ward off some evil thought. I immediately realized that 
dif~· ~d come to me with some matter of pressing concern, but that she found it 
u icu ~ t_o speak: a thing not surprising in one so low in intelligence. I sized her 
i p bas k eing one of those primitive and simple souls. such as one may often find 
,n ~c w~~~s communities of the sort near which my chalet was located. The 
r esu t ~f civilization's inhibitions on such a soul is invariably an evil conflict. a 

0
:~~e;sion like that which evidently held my young friend so helpless in its grip. I 

r 
1
. the young woman if she would be so kind as to tell me her name. She 

tp ied, somewhat sharply. that her mother had told her never to give her name 
0 .~trongers. 

TA wise woman. your mother. And might I know who she is?" 

S
L 

O 
my astonishment. the name which then issued forth form the fog

nrouded f 
m 'd igure on my dock was that of the village woman employed by me as a 

~'.Atho hod so kindly left chocolate for me on every pillow. 
m th ; · · well, now. you see. you can tell me everything ... for I am your 

~'Yer~ employer,'' I said. 
Wo e°u re a cheap one," said the girl. then conceding to tell me that her name 

.~Wlla - a name I felt might. in itself. be the cause of her problems .. 

1 ell, Ella. I had planned on doing some fishing. and I would be quite 
P eased to L • h " I 'd "Th t · 'f . nave you sit ere and keep me company. soi . a 1s. 1 you 
oren t too bu " 

"I' sy. 
"Wm W~iting here for someone." she said. . .. 

1 
e might wait together then - you for your friend. and I for my fish! I 

;u9hed. casting my well-hooked line straight as an arrow into the grasping 
e.~ths of the lake. 

def~0 . one fishes now," observed my companion. I reflected that. given such 
that ns~veness, she would be a tough nut to crock. It occurred to me then 
, . this woman, having heard of me through her mother, had come to me out of 
instinct and desperation, but that she knew very little about me. Clearly. with 
no chance to develop the easy rapport I usually depended upon in my other 
cases of feeble-mindedness. I would somehow have to communicate to Ella my 
~tte! t:ustworthiness. Therefore. I began to tell her all about my work. 
t:9innin9 with my earliest studies in brain cell deprivation. I noticed. as I talked. 

at the subject began to monif est yet another symptom of her underlying 
_mental turmoil: time and time again, she opened her mouth and gasped for air 
in ~at was. evidently. some sort of hysterical effort to ovoid choking. "Tell 
m~: I asked. "how long hos that problem persisted?" 

Why. for as long as I can remember." she said. storing at me with startled 
8

\:l~s. "Is there something wrong with it?" , 
. Most certoinlu there is." I said." since most normal persons don t 90 around 

tw1sr " M· Ell " 1n9 their mouths out of shape in such o grotesque manner. 1ss o. 
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"Well, I don't do it oil the time," she said, suddenly sulien ogoin. "That must 
count for something." 

"Indeed." I sot for o few monents in silenca, carefully considering this ne1' 
development. My fishing line bobbed up und down os it hung limply into th• 
water. 

"All the fish ore hibernating no·«." Ello soid. . 
"Certainly they ore not." I said. "Miss Ello, fish do not hibernate. I would th,,,k 

you'd know that by now." 
"They do," she said. "They burrow down into the mud ot the bottom of th~ 

lake and lay there all winter long: then in the spring they come out ogoin. 
Obviously. this fantasy. upon which the subject was so fixated. hod som• 

relationship to her hysteria: and. perhaps. to her feeble-mindedness. t?oj 
which grew more evident ot every word she spoke. os though biologico 
deterioration was occurring ot every flexing of her jaw muscles. .. 

"Do you think that you could possibly remember the first time you did that? 
I asked. pointing. as she again twisted her mouth in the forementioned 
annoying manner. 

"I dunno." She looked at me with on evil glint in her eye. her breast heaving, 
in desire. no doubt. I hove seen it happen many times in such coses. 

"If I might ask you to toke hold of my fishing pole, Miss Ello. we might be obi• 
to rid you of that symptom forever." 

"What symptom?" she asked dumbly. nevertheless toking the pole I placed 
in her hands and showing every sign of willingness to submit to my healing 
procedure. 

"I om just going to squeeze your head a bit. and then I wont you to tell m• 
the first thing you see." 

Standing behind her. I pressed my hands around her forehead and applied o 
bit of pressure. "Now." I said, "tell me. what do you see?" 

"Your finger. Your finger is in my eye. doctor." she said. 
"Oh - terribly sorry. Miss Ello. W e'II hove to try again. and see to it that that 

doesn't happen." This monuever. which I hod seen often in my practice. wos for 
from surprising to me. I hod often found that my female patients shifted their 
heads just o bit so that my finger was inserted into one eye or the other: the 
sexual significance of such on act was not beyond me. 

At just that moment. the fishing line. held so gracefully in Miss Ella's 
competont hands. went stiff. " You've got something there!" I exclaimed. "Sholl 
I reel it in?" 

"I con do it," Ello said grimly. concentrating oil her efforts upon the 
subterranean creature now in her power. 

"Ahal" I could not rish commenting. "I thought you told me that all of the fish 
were hibernating." 

"They ore." she replied. reeling in a brackish moss of weeds and soggy 
branches. the whole mess wrapped gracefully around a bent and rusted 
coothonger. 

Once the excitement of this conquest hod passed. leaving Ello flushed and 
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t:mewhat less dour looking than before, I suggested that we once again try 
He head-pressing procedure. which hod worked so well with my other patients. 
i ~~~Ver. I realized that Ello. being so feeble and disorganized in her 
/' e ligence, would hove to be advised more explicitly on what she was to 
e~.~rt: or else she would tell me that she · sow' the lake, and nothing more. 
s b' ow. ~nee again." I said, once more assuming my position behind the 
t~· lk~ct, with my hands wrapped round her head. "Tell me what it is that you ore 

1
.~ •ng as I press." 

H I think that this all must look really stupid." she said, "and if my boyfriend. 
~ns. Were to show up right now. he'd punch you." 

0 
Was encouraged by this. her longest utterance. and so I pressed her head 

s nee more. "There must be something else." I insisted. knowing that it 
sometimes pays to be more forceful in such matters. " Doesn't it remind you of 
0

~Wthing? Some vision from your childhood. perhaps?" 
. . ell . . . " she hesitated. "i es · · . 90 on .. . you con tell me anything. no matter how ugl~" 
.. guess it does remind me o bit of Uncle Fred." 

Ah! At lost I knew that I was getting somewhere. and that my subject's will to 
~~.ercome her illness was coming to the forefront. I asked her to tell me about 

1
~ Uncle Fred. 

f 
1 

~ell. he hod o bondonge on his head one time. and I imagine it must hove 

1 e t Just like this feels. " she said, wrinkling her forehead beneath my palm. 
/'~~ontly I released my grip. realizing that I hod lost control of myself. and hod 
0 1

.~d to stop pressing her head at the moment of revelation. 
And why was your Uncle Fred wearing this bondage? " I asked. 

After some hesitation. during which she appeared to search the disorganized 
~nd possibly thoroughly repressed contents of her memory. Ello told me that 

~r Uncle Fred hod worn a bondage because her fother hod hit him in the head 
w,~~ ~ hammer, and that the uncle hod hod a soft spot in his scalp ever since. 
th Right about here! " she said. indicating with her finger on oreo just above 

e left temple. 
h Sensing something amiss here. by virtue of the considerable hesitation she 

Od displayed. I further inquired os to why her father hod struck Uncle Fred with 
0 

hammer in such o rude and obnoxious manner. 
t "Oh. it was all on occident.'' the subject returned. " They were hammering 
hogethor. and my father fell off the ladder. and his hammer hit Uncle Fred in the 
~?d, and Uncle Fred hos hod o soft spot ever since." 
.. Is the soft spot important to you? " I asked. realizing that we hod reached o 

cn~tcol point in the investigation - for os I spoke those words. Ello once again 
twisted open her mouth in the manner that I hove described before. This 
~~ntortion continued for some moments. and with greater unpleasantness. than 

od noticed at first. 
::Well ... " she said. "A soft spot is o weird thing." 

h And. tell me, if you would. why were your father and your Uncle Fred 
om mering together? " 
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"They were putting the addition on the house." she said." A new .r.oom. fol 
me and my sister. so wouldn't have to all sleep together anymore. 

This statement. uttered in such innocent fancy. immediately confirmed all lYl,Y 
suspicions in the case. Clearly. Ella had. as a child, been subjected to her uncle. 

5 

lustful proclivities: the resultant fantasy. that her father had struck her uncle 111 

the head with a hammer to drive him from his daughters' bedroom. wos 
probably nothing more than a product of wishful thinking. Obviously. for th~ 
sake of her own sanity. the subject had been forced to place her ineffectuo 
father in this heroic role. while her mother. my maid, was notably absent from 
the picture. It occurred to me to be astonished that the woman who so lovingly 
placed the chocolate on my pillows should allow such goings-on in her oWl1 
home. And yet there was still a question in my mind: for what had caused the 
symptom which my subject was showing. to her own disadvantage. more and 
more as my investigation of her case persisted? 

" Your symptom - this frightful mangling and twisting of your facial muscles 
- do you remember it happening on the night when your uncle was struck with 
the hammer?" I asked. 

" Oh. certainly." she said. apparently relieved to be on solid ground again, 
" After all. it was late: we were cold. and didn't have anywhere to sleep. with our 
room unfinished." 

Now all of my suspicions were confirmed: this unattractive gasping and 
gulping for air must replicate her first panic-stricken reaction to her uncle's 
advances. All of the symptoms and fantasies she manifested spoke in eloquent 
support of my hypothesis: the fish hibernating in the mud representing her own 
unconscious sexual desires. directed at the incestuous uncle: the idealized role 
in fantasy of her father: and her unrecognized desire to murder her uncle by 
poking the soft spot in his scalp. It occurred to me that I wouldn't be surprised if 
her boyfriend. if he really existed. were in some way quite similar to the father
figure protector of her fantasies. 

"Tell me more about your father, and your boyfriend," I asked. 
She told em that her father's name was Hans. and that both her father and 

her boyfriend were much better looking than I. 
This I was not surprised to hear: many women spend their lives looking for o 

father-substitute. even if they manage to find him in name only. "Ah." I said .. 
chuckling. "Your father is Hans. just like your boyfriend." 

"Yes," she said. " They are quite a bit alike. but my boyfriend is called Hons. 
Jr. I have to 90 now!" she said. and rose from the dock, bounding off into the 
underbrush like a light- footed doe, now freed of the weight of memory. 
looking up. I realized that the sun had finally burnt off the fog. and that I could 
now see the lake in all its reflective splendor. Feeling. as I always do. quite 
gratified by a sound day's work. I once again baited my hook and cast my line 
into the water. content to wait. 

by Lori Boker 
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